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addressed this issue by training non-human primates to make
reaching movements with and without viscous loads applied to
the shoulder and/or elbow joints, and then examined neural
representations in primary motor cortex (MI) for each load
condition. Even though the shoulder and elbow loads are
mechanically independent, we found that some neurons
responded to both of these single-joint loads. Furthermore,
changes in activity of individual neurons during multi-joint
loads could be predicted from their response to subordinate
single-joint loads. These findings suggest that neural representations of different mechanical contexts in MI are organized in a
highly structured manner that may provide a neural basis for
how complex motor behaviour is learned from simpler motor
tasks.
Behavioural studies suggest that the brain uses internal models—
neural processes that mimic the characteristics of the body or
environment—to predict and generate motor commands for movement1,3, but little is known about neural computations associated
with these representations4,5. Here we test two qualitatively distinct
hypotheses about the organization in the brain of internal models
for different mechanical loads2. One possibility is that internal
models for different loads are represented within a single controller
that encapsulates all possible loads (Fig. 1a). A second possibility is a
more modular scheme in which multiple controllers co-exist, each
suitable for one context (or a small set of contexts) (Fig. 1b). These
two hypotheses predict differences in how individual neurons in the
brain respond when loads are applied in a given motor task: either a
cell consistently changes activity for all mechanical loads (former),
or it changes activity only for one or a subset of loads (latter). We
tested these two alternatives using a reaching task with different
dynamic loads, and recorded neuronal activity in MI, a region
intimately involved in volitional motor control where cells often
respond to changes in force output4–8.
We trained monkeys to wear a robotic exoskeleton (KINARM)
that permitted horizontal limb movements using flexion and
extension motions at the shoulder and elbow9,10. Monkeys made
reaching movements without loads (NL) and with one of three
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A hallmark of the human motor system is its ability to adapt
motor patterns for different environmental conditions, such as
when a skilled ice-hockey player accurately shoots a puck with or
without protective equipment. Each object (stick, shoulder pad,
elbow pad) imparts a distinct load upon the limb, and a key
problem in motor neuroscience is to understand how the brain
controls movement for different mechanical contexts1,2. We
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Figure 1 Two hypotheses about the neural control of different mechanical loads. A singlecontroller that encapsulates all load contexts (a), or multiple controllers, each of which
represent individual loads (b). c, Experimental design used to assess the neural
representation of multiple loads. A robotic exoskeleton applied velocity-dependent
(viscous) loads to the monkey’s arm during reaching movements. Viscous shoulder (VS)
and viscous elbow (VE) are mechanically independent loads. Viscous both (VB) is the
superposition of viscous shoulder and viscous elbow loads.
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velocity-dependent loads (Fig. 1c): one where loads are applied at
the shoulder only (viscous shoulder, VS), one where loads are
applied at the elbow only (viscous elbow, VE), and a superposition
of the two single-joint loads (viscous both, VB). Single-joint loads
were created easily with this device, as forces are applied directly on
the limb segments rather than at the hand. VS and VE loads allow us
to address whether mechanically independent loads are represented
by distinct populations of neurons or distributed across a single
population in MI. Moreover, because VE and VS are both mechanically subordinate to VB, we can also explore whether or not the
representation of a complex load (VB) can be generated from
simpler representations (VE and VS). A key to these studies was
to ensure that the kinematics of reaching remained similar between
mechanical conditions, so that changes in neural activity could be
related to a representation of the mechanical load and not features
of movement kinematics (Supplementary Information).
A total of 101 cells in primary motor cortex were recorded from
three monkeys (see Methods) in the NL condition and all three load
conditions (monkey A, 44; monkey B, 18; monkey C, 39). Over half
of these cells (55 of 101) showed significant changes in firing rate
relative to their activity in NL, for at least one movement direction
and one load condition (P , 0.05, analysis of variance, ANOVA;
monkey A, 28; monkey B, 13; monkey C, 14). These changes in
activity are not solely due to afferent feedback because 19 cells
showed significant changes in firing rate before movement onset
(150–0 ms before movement onset). Figure 2 shows typical

responses for two cells, one that increased its activity (a, c, e) and
another that decreased its activity (b, d, f) for VE and VB.
Although the presence of the viscous loads required an increase in
muscle force to oppose the load (see below), half of the cells that
showed statistically significant changes in mean firing rate decreased
their mean discharge during movement (Fig. 3a). These decreases in
discharge may partially reflect reductions in co-contraction of
antagonistic muscles with loads11,12. As observed in previous load
studies4, changes in activity with load (increases or decreases)
tended to occur along each cell’s preferred direction, the direction
of movement with maximal activity during unloaded reaching (Fig.
3b).
We found that 48 cells responded to at least one of the two singlejoint loads, with 8, 26 and 14 cells responding to VS only, VE only or
to both loads, respectively. The proportion of cells responding to
both single-joint loads is larger than predicted if each load was
randomly represented across our cell sample (x 2 ¼ 6.8, P , 0.01).
Moreover, there was a highly consistent relationship between how a
cell changed its activity for VS and VE (n ¼ 48, r 2 ¼ 0.65,
P , 0.001). Cells that increased discharge for VS also tended to
increase discharge for VE, while decreases were likewise associated
(top projection plane in Fig. 4a).
An important point is that 31 of the 38 cells that responded to the
multi-joint load (VB) also responded to either of the mechanically
subordinate single-joint loads (VS or VE). This is much higher than
expected if single and multi-joint loads were each randomly

Figure 2 Neural activity of two cells during movement in different dynamic loads.
a,b, Each set of rasters shows the discharge of a cell in each of 15 (a) or 10 (b) repeat
trials in the no-load condition and in each viscous load, for a single reaching movement
forward (target 3, see e inset). Vertical bars denote (from left to right) target onset,
movement onset, peak velocity and movement end. Data are aligned to movement onset,
indicated by vertical arrows. c,d, Mean discharge over time in the four load conditions,
computed using a 50-ms sliding window every 20 ms. e,f, Mean discharge between
150 ms before movement onset and peak velocity in each load condition, for movements
to eight targets (see inset, e). Vertical bars indicate one standard error. Red asterisk,
P , 0.05. a,c,e, Shows a cell (no. 034) from monkey B that increased discharge for VE
and VB loads; b,d,f shows a cell (no. 017) from monkey A that decreased discharge for VE
and VB loads.

Figure 3 Changes in cell activity across three load conditions. a, Mean discharge
between 150 ms before movement onset to peak velocity during unloaded reaching
movements (NL) versus change in activity between unloaded and loaded conditions. Large
red, blue and green dots denote significant changes in activity associated with VE, VS and
VB conditions, respectively (P , 0.05, ANOVA). Small black dots denote non-significant
changes. b, Histogram of the distribution of load-related preferred directions (PD) relative
to each cell’s PD for unloaded reaching. Inset panel illustrates this distribution using
individual lines of orientation for each load-related PD relative to each cell’s PD for
unloaded reaching, which has been arbitrarily rotated to the right in the figure.
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represented across our cell sample (x 2 ¼ 28.3, P , 0.01). Moreover,
a categorical analysis such as ANOVA fails to capture fully the
consistency of the coupling between each cell’s response for VB and
its associated responses for VS and VE. Figure 4 illustrates this
robust linkage; the observed change in discharge (relative to NL) for
VB is plotted against the corresponding changes in discharge for VS
and VE. A notable result is that almost all cells (45/55, 82%) are
located in only two of the eight possible quadrants (x 2 ¼ 98.0,
P , 0.001). These two quadrants reflect cell responses where cells
either increased (22 cells, green dots) or decreased (23 cells, red
dots) their discharge compared to NL in all three load conditions.
We have previously found that multi-joint postural loads could
be predicted from single-joint loads using a vector summation
model which supposes that neural activity can be represented by a

coordinate frame with the shoulder and elbow each representing
orthogonal axes13. This vector model also predicted the response of
neurons during VB based on each cell’s response during VS and VE
conditions (r 2 ¼ 0.81, P , 0.001; slope of best fit similar to unity,
P . 0.05; Fig. 4b). A linear summation model was also attempted,
in which the change in discharge for VB was assumed to equal the
sum of the changes in VS and VE. Although there was a consistent
and statistically significant relationship between predicted and
actual cell discharge using the linear model (r 2 ¼ 0.81,
P , 0.001), this model tended to overestimate cell discharge in
VB (paired t-test, P , 0.01; slope of best fit 1.6, P , 0.0001).
Electromyographic (EMG) activity of forelimb muscles shared
some but not all features observed for MI cells (Supplementary
Information). Unlike MI cells, almost all muscles (55/57) changed
activity for at least one mechanical load, and 24 changed activity for
all three. In addition, EMG changes were predominantly (78%)
increases in activity, whereas there was almost an equal number of
neurons that either increased or decreased their activity with loads
(x 2 ¼ 18.2, P , 0.001). Thus our observations in MI cannot be
explained solely on the basis of muscle activation patterns.
The present results provide details on how internal models for
different velocity-dependent loads are represented in the discharge
patterns of cells in MI. In theory, the multi-joint and the two singlejoint loads could each have been represented by separate population
of neurons (that is, separate neural modules). However, we found
substantive overlap in representations, particularly between multijoint and subordinate single-joint loads, suggesting that neural
activity in MI behaves like a single controller (that is, a single
internal model) for these different contexts. Further, there was a
partial overlap in the representations of the two single-joint load
conditions that may partially reflect the coarse somato-motor map
in primary motor cortex14 and the fact that some motor-cortical
cells are related to multiple muscles spanning different joints15.
Although other regions of the brain, such as cerebellum, may use a
more modular organization for multiple mechanical contexts16,17,
the output from these other regions is presumably integrated to
form the representations that we observed in MI. Finally, our results
suggest that internal models for simpler loads are combined to form
models for more complex loads, and may explain why training on
simpler tasks can be transferred and improve performance on
related, more complex tasks18,19.
A

Methods
Experiments

Figure 4 Neural representation of mechanically dependent loads. a, Relationship
between cell discharge change (relative to no load) in VS, VE and VB loads for the 55 cells
(out of 101 recorded in 3 monkeys in all 4 conditions) that showed significant changes in
discharge in at least one movement direction for at least one load condition (VS, VE or VB).
Neural responses were highly consistent across the different load conditions. Significant
relationships were observed between cell discharge change in VS versus VE (r 2 ¼ 0.66,
P , 0.0001), VS versus VB (r 2 ¼ 0.62, P , 0.0001) and VE versus VB (r 2 ¼ 0.83,
P , 0.0001). Data plotted for each cell represent the movement direction showing the
greatest absolute change in mean discharge. Green dots, data from cells that increased
discharge in all three loads; red dots, cells that decreased discharge in all three loads;
black dots, cells that showed other patterns. b, Predicting neural activity for a multi-joint
load. The change in discharge (from NL) in VB is plotted against predicted discharge
change using a vector combination of neural activity in individual single-joint component
loads (DVB ¼ (DVS2 þ DVE2)1/2). The model successfully predicts a neuron’s response
in VB using a combination of its activity in VS and VE (r 2 ¼ 0.81, P , 0.001). Solid red
line is line of best fit, dashed line represents y ¼ x. A linear model (c) tended to
overestimate cell discharge in VB.
940

Three male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, 6–7 kg) were trained to wear a robotic
exoskeleton (KINARM) and move from a central target to one of eight peripheral targets
located on the circumference of a circle9,10. Training included experimental conditions NL,
VS, VE and VB (see text). In all cases, the torques applied by KINARM were negatively
proportional to joint velocity, and opposed joint rotation, and no load was applied when
the limb was stationary. Monkeys were fully trained to perform these movements
consistently in all load conditions before neural recordings were initiated. Rigorous spatial
and temporal accuracy requirements were imposed during both training and recording
sessions to ensure that movement kinematics were held constant across all load conditions
(Supplementary Information). All experimental procedures were approved by the Queen’s
University Animal Care Committee.

Data recording
Recording chambers were surgically implanted under isoflurane anaesthesia, and
conventional techniques were used for extracellular recording of single-neuron activity in
the proximal arm representation of primary motor cortex contralateral to the arm used to
perform reaching movements10,20. Cell activity and several measures of limb motion were
typically recorded in six repeat trials for each of the movement targets in a pseudo-random
block design. In subsequent data analyses, the first movement to each target was excluded.
In the first two monkeys (A and B), neural activity was recorded for movement to eight
targets, selected specifically to sample roughly equal intervals in joint-torque space. These
directions in torque-space correspond to the following directions in hand-space: 458,
67.58, 908, 1808, 247.58, 2708, 3058 and 327.58, where 08 is to the right, and positive rotation
is anticlockwise (see Fig. 2e and Supplementary Information for diagram). Initially a block
of 48 trials (8 targets £ 6 repeat trials) was recorded in the NL condition, followed by three
blocks of 48 trials in the VS, VE and VB conditions, respectively, where the order of the
three loads was randomized for each cell. Finally, as a control for time-dependent changes
in cell activity, a second block of trials in the NL condition was recorded after the
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completion of the three viscous load conditions (Supplementary Information). Monkey C
was trained to perform movements with loads to eight directions uniformly distributed in
hand-space. In order to save time during the viscous load conditions, neural activity was
recorded only to targets at 908 and 2708, directions associated with large shoulder and
elbow rotations, and thus large loads (Supplementary Information).
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Cell activity was represented as the number of action potentials recorded between 150 ms
before movement onset (defined on the basis of 5% of peak tangential hand velocity) and
peak tangential hand velocity. Muscle torques at the shoulder and elbow were computed
using inverse dynamics9. Differences in mean cell discharge were assessed between load
conditions and across movement directions using two-way ANOVA followed by
individual comparisons between means using a Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons. For monkeys A and B, differences were considered significant at P , 0.0021
(P , 0.05 / 24 comparisons: 8 target directions £ 3 load conditions); for monkey C
differences were considered significant at P , 0.0083 (P , 0.05 / 6 comparisons: 2
targets £ 3 loads). All probability values reported in the text represent Bonferronicorrected values.
The preferred direction (PD), the direction of maximal activity, of each cell for
unloaded reaching movements was computed10,21. We also defined a load-related PD based
on the absolute change in cell activity between NL and each load condition. In this case, the
preferred direction signified the largest change (either increase or decrease) in activity.
Bootstrap techniques were used to identify whether these directional signals were
statistically significant (P , 0.01)10,20.
In each monkey, the EMG activity of up to 16 forelimb muscles (mono- and biarticular muscles spanning shoulder and elbow) was recorded during conditions NL, VB,
VS and VE. Pairs of single-strand wires were inserted percutaneously in monkeys A, B and
C, and pairs of multi-strand wires were implanted chronically in monkeys A and C under
aseptic conditions10,22. Some muscles were sampled twice in monkeys A and C, once using
chronically implanted wires and a second time using percutaneously inserted wires
providing a total of 57 samples of EMG (Supplementary Information).
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The inhibitory activity associated with myelin is a major obstacle
for successful axon regeneration in the adult mammalian central
nervous system (CNS)1,2. In addition to myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG)3,4 and Nogo-A5–7, available evidence suggests the
existence of additional inhibitors in CNS myelin8. We show here
that a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored CNS myelin
protein, oligodendrocyte-myelin glycoprotein (OMgp), is a
potent inhibitor of neurite outgrowth in cultured neurons. Like
Nogo-A, OMgp contributes significantly to the inhibitory
activity associated with CNS myelin. To further elucidate the
mechanisms that mediate this inhibitory activity of OMgp, we
screened an expression library and identified the Nogo receptor
(NgR)9 as a high-affinity OMgp-binding protein. Cleavage of NgR
and other GPI-linked proteins from the cell surface renders axons
of dorsal root ganglia insensitive to OMgp. Introduction of
exogenous NgR confers OMgp responsiveness to otherwise
insensitive neurons. Thus, OMgp is an important inhibitor of
neurite outgrowth that acts through NgR and its associated
receptor complex. Interfering with the OMgp/NgR pathway
may allow lesioned axons to regenerate after injury in vivo.
To examine whether any GPI-linked proteins in CNS myelin act
as inhibitors of neurite outgrowth, we treated purified myelin from
bovine white matter with phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C (PI-PLC) and examined the released proteins for their
ability to alter growth cone morphology in an assay of growth cone
collapse using dorsal root ganglia from chicks at embryonic day 13
(E13 DRG)6,9,10. PI-PLC-released proteins from CNS myelin exhibited marked growth cone collapsing activity (Fig. 1). By SDS–
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and silver staining,
we found that a band of relative molecular mass about 110,000
(M r ,110K) was significantly enriched in this fraction (Fig. 2a).
Because the size of this band was similar to that of a previously
identified CNS myelin protein, OMgp11,12, we used anti-OMgp
antibodies to detect enrichment of cleaved OMgp in the PI-PLC
supernatants by western blot. Anti-OMgp antibodies detected a
band of comparable size in the PI-PLC-treated supernatants
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